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horseman with a spear showed that somewhere nearby
there was water and a Somali camp, A couple of donkey
caravans—four donkeys apiece—passed us trotting slowly :
a string of camels with hard flat layers of hides upon their
backs. Two lorries, with more of the Ogaden skins
aboard, for the lorry drivers of Jijiga engaged in commerce
on the return journey. Somalis sat on top of the skins,
grinning with pleasure, their slight bodies swaying to the
turn of the wheel. " Somalis/' said my interpreter, who
stood throughout the journey on the running-board at my
side, " like another place.59 It was his way of saying that
the Ogaden tribes are the most restless nomads on earth.
Driving against the hot wind was a terrible experience.
To my surprise, all the soldiers with me took out woollen
Balaclava caps and pulled them over their luxuriant hair.
They said it stopped earache : they did not seem to bother
about their eyes.
So we drove for eight hours, in daylight raising slant
pillars of dust from the reddish bush track, which our
headlights converted at night into stormy clouds of reflected
fire. We had done all except eight of the hundred and
fifty-five kilometres between Jijiga and Daggahbur when
Ali Nur suddenly ordered the lorries to stop.
He knew the difficulties of Ethiopian mobilisation. If
we went into Daggahbur to-night the men would scatter
among the houses and it would be impossible to collect
them till nine in the morning. The two low Ethiopian
tents were hauled out of the lorry for Ali Nur and me and
we encamped at a rare clearing in the thorn. The sky,
so bronze yellow in the day, sparkled crisply with a
thousand stars, and the wind freshened.
I ate : Ali Nur took nothing except pituitary. The men
separated quickly and made seven camp-fires with the
abundant crackling thorn. Some ate injura and most ate
nothing : they chattered long into the night. Before I
turned in I looked a long time at them.
The fire leaped in the middle of one group next my tent.
They stood talking with quick gestures seen in black
silhouette against the flames, their shammas wound tightly
round their heads in the Ogaden style. Their fierce
features and jutting beards showed in flickering light and
shade against the night sky : the cartridges blazed round

